LEARNING FROM CRISIS, BUILDING RESILIENCE

ONE PANDEMIC, DIFFERENT REALITIES

Rapid health and humanitarian responses, fast-tracking medical procurement and prioritising public information campaigns

Flexible use of reserve funds, reallocating budgets, repurposing existing programmes, and raising new finance

Creative balancing of continuity and emergency responses, using local innovation and leveraging lessons from previous crises

Competing priorities in responses to health and socio-economic shocks, gendered impacts, and ongoing conflicts and crises

Financing strained to meet growing development and humanitarian needs and to provide global public goods

Ad-hoc and fragmented evidence, data and information sharing systems hampered a co-ordinated response

A TO-DO LIST FOR GREATER RESILIENCE

Integrate climate action in multi-sector development strategies

Provide long-term support for country systems

Avoid a development finance crisis

Step up collective action to provide and protect global public goods

Enhance collective development co-operation strategies and processes for crisis co-ordination